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1. Introduction

Throughout this paper a "group" will mean a "finite soluble group".
Carter, Fischer and Hawkes [1] call a group G critical for a class X of groups

if every proper subgroup of G, but not G itself, belongs to X. We shall say a group
is £-criticcl if it is critical for £(/j) for some integer n (where Q(h) denotes the
class of groups of nilpotent length at most ri). Thus a group is fi-critical if its
nilpotent length is greater than that of each of its proper subgroups.

The class of ii-critical groups is not closed under homomorphic images. For
example, the group G = AB where A is cyclic of order 3, B is cyclic of order 4,
and a generator of B takes a generator of A to its inverse is fi-critical, whereas
G/A is not. Knowledge of when a homomorphic image of an 2-critical group is
C-critical can be useful when proving results on fi-critical groups by induction
methods. The main theorem of this paper implies that a homomorphic image of
an .C-critical group is fi-critical if it possesses a complemented minimal normal
subgroup. This result is then used in the last section of this paper, which is an
attempt at giving as complete a description of the ^-critical X-groups as possible.
G4-groups are groups whose Sylow subgroups are all abelian.) The author was,
however, unable to give a complete classification up to isomorphism classes of
these groups.

This paper is an extract of the author's M.Sc. thesis, submitted to the Aus-
tralian National University in February, 1972. The valuable assistance of Dr. John
Cossey, who suggested the problems and supervised the research, is gratefully
acknowledged.

2. Main Theorem

We first give some notation and definitions and note down some results from
[l j that will be needed to prove the main theorem.
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The Frattini subgroup of a group G will be denoted by <J>(G).
A chief factor H/K of a group G is said to be complemented in G if G has a

subgroup M such that //A/ = G and H (~\M ^ K. If no such M exists, then
tf/K g <t>(G/K) and in this case ///K is said to be Frattini.

When speaking of the kth complemented chief factor of a group G in a
chief series

1 = G o < G, < • •• <Gn = G

of G, the counting will be from left to right.
If G is a group then L(G) will denote the smallest normal subgroup of G such

that G/L(G) is nilpotent. The lower nilpotent series of G is the series {L,{G)}
defined by

L0(G) = G, L,{G) = 1 ( ^ , ( 0 ) , i = 1,2,-- .

The Fitting subgroup of G will be denoted by F{G). The upper nilpotent series
{F;(G)} of G is the series defined by

F0(G) = 1, FiQIF^iG) = FCG/F^/G)), i = 1 ,2 , -

The nilpotent length of G is the smallest integer n such that L,(G) = 1 (or, equiv-
alently, Fn(G) = G) and will be denoted by /(G).

As in [1] the series {<&{G)} is denned by

O.CG^F.^CG) = OCC/F^CC)), i = 1 ,2 , - .

Following [1], we say a group G is extreme if Ff(G)/<J>,(G) is a chief factor
of G for each i = 1,2, •• ,/(G). From [ l j Theorem 2.8 we have

LEMMA 2.1. Every factor group of an extreme group is extreme.

The number of complemented chief factors in a chief series of a group G
will be denoted by c(G). (Lemma 2.6 of [1] shows that this number is independent
of the particular chief series.) The following characterization of extreme groups is
given in [1] Theorem 2.9 (hi).

LEMMA 2.2. A group G is extreme if and only if l(G) = c(G).

From [1] Theorem 5 1 follows

LEMMA 2.3. / / G is an 2-critical group then

(a) G is extreme, and

(b) G/F(G) is also Q-critical.

The main theorem will now be proved in the form

THEOREM 2.4. / / G is an Q-critical group and M/N a complemented chief
factor of G, then GjN is Q-critical.
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PROOF. Let £ be a chief series of G through M and JV, and suppose M/JV is
the kth complemented factor of (£. (1 ^ k ^ c(G)). If k = 1, then JV ^ <D(G)
and then 1(GJN) = /(G), so in this case G/N is S-critical since G is ^-critical.

Now let fc > 1 and assume that the theorem is true for the (k — l)th com-
plemented factor A/B of (£. Without loss of generality we may assume that B = 1.
Then M/JV is the second complemented factor of some chief series of G.}

It follows from Lemma 2.3 that G as well as GjF(G) are extreme. Therefore,
by Lemma 2.2, every chief series of G has only one complemented factor below
F(G). If F(G) r\M $ JV then F(G) n M/F(G) n JV would be a complemented chief
factor of G and then G would have a series with two complemented chief factors
below F(G), which it does not. Therefore F(G) n JW g JV. Let n = /(G). Lemma
2.1 implies that GfM as well as G/JV are extreme so, by Lemma 2.2,

l(G/N) = c(GIN) = n - 1
and

/(G/JVf) = c(C/JVO = n - 2.

Let X/JV be a maximal subgroup of G/JV. Now JV $ <t(G) and F(G)/0)(G) is a
chief factor of G, so

But G/F(G) is £-critical by Lemma 2.3 (b); hence

so that

n 2 ( ) ( ) ^ JV

and hence

/(X/JV) g n - 2 < /(G/JV).

Therefore G/N is ^-critical.

3. On S-critical /1-groups

The derived group of a group G will be denoted by G.' The derived series of
G is the series {G(i)} defined by

G(o) = G> G(O = ( G( i-Dy f = 1,2,-- .

The derived length of G is the smallest integer n such that G'"1 = 1.
In the case of an ,4-group the lower nilpotent series and the derived series

coincide, and the terms "derived length" and "nilpotent length" are identical.
The following result is Lemma 5.2 of [1].

LEMMA 3.1. / / G is an extreme group then L^i^lL^G) has prime power
order for i = 1, •••,/(G).
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(Note that our enumeration of the terms of the lower nilpotent series is different
from that in [1].)

From [3] Theorem 8.3 follows

LEMMA 3.2. / / G is an A-group then the order of G is divisible by at least
1{G) distinct primes.

A g r o u p is said t o be homocyclic if it is abe l ian of type (p',.p', ••• ,p')for some

p r i m e p o w e r p ' .

THEOREM 3.3. Let G be an A-group of derived length n. Then G is Q-critical
if and only if the order of G is divisible by exactly n distinct primes and G has
Sylow subgroups Mlf M2, •••,Mn, corresponding to these primes which have the
following properties.

(i) Mt normalizes Mjfor i >j.

(ii) G(i) = M1M2--Mn..1fori = 0, l , - , n - 1.

(iii) Each M, is homocyclic. Also, Mx is elementary abelian and A/,, is cyclic.

(iv) Let p\' be the exponent of Mt (i = 1, ••• ,ri). Then the factors

MlM2---Mi_lMf )MIM2---M^1M[\ k = 1, •••,ti, i = !,•••,n,

are all chief factors of G.

(v) CM, + l(M,) = ^ M I + 1 ) / ^ i = l , - , w - l .

PROOF. Let G be an ^-critical /4-group of derived length n. It follows from
Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 that the order of G is divisible by exactly n distinct
primes. Therefore it follows from Lemma 3.1 that G(i~l)IG{i> is a Sylow subgroup
of G/GU) and hence, by the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem, has a complement in
G/G(l) for i = 1, •••, n. Now let Mx = G("~1} and H2 be a complement for M t in
G, then let M2 = H2"~2) and H3 be a complement for M2 in H2, let M3 = H^~3)

etc. Choosing the M, in this way, we see that (i) and (ii) are satisfied.

(iii) Let ie{l, ••• ,n}. By [3] Lemma 6.1, M, can be written as

Mf = At x A2 x ••• x Ar

where each A, is an indecomposable homocyclic Hl + 1-group. (Take Hn + 1 = 1.)
By [3] Corollary 6.2, each factor AJAf (where pt is the prime divisor of the order
of MJ is an irreducible //j^-group, and hence the factors

MXM2 -Mi+1AjlM1M2-Ml-iA
p/, j = l , - , r ,
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are all complemented chief factors of G. However, it follows from Lemma 2.2
that every chief series of G has only one complemented factor between MlM2 •••
M,-! and MlM2 ••• Mi^1Mi. Therefore r = 1 and hence Mf is an indecomposable
homocyclic // i+1-group. As we have taken Hn+1 = 1, it follows that Mn is cyclic.

Let q = p'l - 1. Then the map 0 : A^ -> Mj defined by

mO — mq for all m

is an H2-homomorphism of Mt onto M\ with kernel M{\ so MJMf' is H2-
isomorphic to M\, and hence G/Mf' is isomorphic to M\M2---Mn. But

so liG/M^') — n. But G is ^-critical, so (, = 1 and hence M t is elementary
abelian.

(iv) It was shown in (iii) that each M, is an indecomposable homocyclic Hi+i-
group. Therefore it follows from [3] Corollary 6.2 that each factor

Mf'"'1 I Mf'k, k = \,.— ,ti,

is an irreducible Hi+1 -group, and (iv) follows,

(v) By (iv) the factors

are all complemented chief factors of G. Therefore, in view of Theorem 2.4 and
the fact that

(see [2J Theorem 5.1.4), it is sufficient to show that CMl{Mx) = $(M2). But GjF{G)
is iJ-critical by Lemma 2.3 (b) so (iii) implies that M2F(G)/F(G) is elementary
abelian. Therefore

M? < F(G) ^ C^MJ,

so 3>(M2) ^ CM^M^). But M2/0>(M2)is a chief factor of H2, so CM^M^ = $(M2).
Conversely, suppose G is an ^4-group of derived length n which satisfies the

conditions of the theorem. Let K by a maximal subgroup of G. Let i be the smallest
integer such that G(i) g K and set H = Mn_,Mn_i + 1 " -M n . Then tf OiC is a
maximal subgroup of H, so

It follows from (ii) and (iv) that G(i)IG(-i+ "O(M,.j) is a minimal normal-subgroup
of G/G^+^Af, , . , ) , so X/G('+1)a>(Mn_,) complements G(')/G<'+1)$(MII_0 in
G/G('+1)O(MB_i). Hence
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But

by (v). Therefore l(K) < n, and hence G is fi-criticai.
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